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PERSONALISED 4 GLASS & BOTTLE
WALL MOUNTED RUSTIC WOODEN
WINE RACK 470X135X460

SKU: BRWPIN470135460WE
£45.93 Excl. VAT

Vintage look - match your style
Customisable - what will yours say?
Sustainably sourced - eco friendly
4 bottle & glass capacity - plenty of room
Top shelf - further storage if required
Wall mounted - convenient positioning

GALLERY IMAGES
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4 GLASS & BOTTLE WALL MOUNTED RUSTIC WOODEN WINE RACK

This charming 4 Glass & Bottle Wall Mounted Rustic Wooden Wine Rack has an antique style to it with a rustic
brown finish. Made from sustainable FSC pine this personalised wine rack comes with great ecological
credentials.

A Wine Rack with Plenty of Capacity

It can hold 4 wine bottles and 4 wine glasses in the lower rack with the convenient wine glass slots. It is topped
with a generous alcohol shelf. The shelf can store further bottles and glasses if required or other decorative
items. We hand craft the rustic handmade wine rack from the highest quality sustainably source timber.

Personalised Wine Rack

The rack comes with the option of adding your own engraving if you wish. What will you have on yours? Either
treat yourself or a loved one to a unique personalised gift for a lifetime.

Other wine rack sizes available

If it's even greater capacity you're after or indeed have a smaller space to fill these wine racks are also
available in:

2 glass & bottle - 270mm x 135mm x 460mm
6 glass & bottle - 670mm x 135mm x 460mm

 

 

 

 

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

Weight 2.9 kg

Dimensions 470 × 135 × 460 mm

Wood Pine

Capacity 4 Glasses, 4 Bottles

What it holds Beer & Wine Bottles, Beer & Wine Glasses, Lots of fun times

Options & Features Customisable

Colour Rustic Brown

Finish Stained, Weathered, Lacquered

https://ligneus.co.uk/product/2-glass-bottle-wall-mounted-rustic-wooden-wine-rack/
https://ligneus.co.uk/product/6-glass-bottle-wall-mounted-rustic-wooden-wine-rack/
https://ligneus.co.uk/
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